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Abstract: Business process redesign (BPR) is an organizational initiative for achieving competitive
multi-faceted advantages regarding business processes, in terms of cycle time, quality, cost, customer
satisfaction and other critical performance metrics. In spite of the fact that BPR tools and methodologies
are increasingly being adopted, process innovation efforts have proven ineffective in delivering
the expected outcome. This paper investigates the eligibility of BPMN process models towards
the application of redesign methods inspired by data-flow communities. In previous work,
the transformation of a business process model to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) has yielded
notable optimization results for determining average performance of process executions consisting of
ad-hoc processes. Still, the utilization encountered drawbacks due to a lack of input specification,
complexity assessment and normalization of the BPMN model and application to more generic
business process cases. This paper presents an assessment mechanism that measures the eligibility of
a BPMN model and its capability to be effectively transformed to a DAG and be further subjected to
data-centric workflow optimization methods. The proposed mechanism evaluates the model type,
complexity metrics, normalization and optimization capability of candidate process models, while at
the same time allowing users to set their desired complexity thresholds. An indicative example is
used to demonstrate the assessment phases and to illustrate the usability of the proposed mechanism
towards the advancement and facilitation of the optimization phase. Finally, the authors review
BPMN models from both an SOA-based business process design (BPD) repository and relevant
literature and assess their eligibility.
Keywords: business process redesign; complexity assessment; normalization; data-centric
workflow optimization

1. Introduction
A business process (BP) is considered a collection of interrelated activities, events and decision
points involving a number of actors and objects, orderly performed to actualize an outcome of value
to at least one customer [1]. In order to respond to increasingly volatile markets, companies are
examining the dynamic redesign of their core BPs to improve performance metrics and adaptability.
Through business process redesign (BPR), organizations implement innovative changes to establish
improvements to critical success factors [2].
In [1], Dumas et al. classify redesign techniques into two categories: (a) heuristic process
redesign, which builds upon an extensive set of redesign options to refine an existing process; and (b)
product-based design, which refers to the radical re-engineering of processes and (in essence) replacing
rather than refining the existing ones. Some examples are: customer heuristics, which consider
giving control to the customer, reducing the number of contacts between the organization and
the customer, and allowing the customer to be more involved in the whole process; BP operation
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heuristics, which may eliminate redundant activities, decide between case-based and batch work
modes, provide alternative task implementations, and compose smaller activities rather than larger
ones; and BP behavior heuristics, which regulate the logic within the BP through applying the practices
of resequencing, parallelism, knockout, and exception. Another redesign classification scheme is
presented in [3], through a quantitative manner that exploits queue theory to emulate the behavior of
facilities (either human or machine) that execute tasks. The problems covered include: (a) the exact
task ordering (e.g., whether a strict or partial task execution ordering is chosen); (b) resource allocation
(e.g., whether subsequent tasks can be allocated to the same facility or not); (c) whether a specific
facility takes management decisions at runtime; and (d) task implementation and considering the
possibility of processing a specific task in a specialized rather than a generic manner. Finally, La Rosa
et al. [4] introduced the notion of re-configurable processes where, at some point, different tokens in
the same application may follow different paths. This notion encompasses modifications in ordering,
task implementation and resource allocation, but no exact holistic technique is proposed.
In spite of the fact that a thorough analysis of a BP typically sparks various ideas and directions
for redesign, it is often approached in a non-systematic way, and is largely considered to be a creative
activity. In this sense, parts of the wide-ranging spectrum of potential redesign options could be
omitted, as in the majority of creative techniques [1]. The latter enhances the need for narrowing the
redesign perspective and specifying the particular aspects and capability of a method to yield better
redesign options. For instance, a BP can be reformed to optimize metrics like resource utilization,
maximal throughput and flow time, and thus heuristics like task resequencing, parallelism, and task
composition have to be applied [5]. Given many such alternatives, there is no systematic way to
evaluate these heuristics and the tradeoffs among them. In [6], Kumar and Indradat describe a novel
approach based on a formal model for optimizing the benefits or net effects of a redesign practice
regarding a baseline design, and illustrate how it can be used to evaluate and compare alternative
models in terms of both design and runtime. A limitation is that the user must identify all valid redesign
strategies and manually include them in the model, which entails that more semantic information
about the process model may be needed by the system. In [7], a flexible framework is proposed for
modeling, simulating and reengineering BPs in a cost-effective way. Due to the fact that, in most
cases, there are more than one redesign option, these are evaluated against the anticipated benefits
and strategic objectives of the organization. The optimal ones are manually selected and further
analyzed to identify neglected problems in a procedure that comprises a BPR methodology. A novel
approach presented in [8] aims to provide automated performance optimization of the BP execution by
transferring knowledge from the related field of data-centric workflows. This is achieved through a
transformation process of an initial BPMN model to an equivalent annotated directed acyclic graph
(DAG) and the optimization of the average performance of process executions. Data-flow optimization
can lead to performance improvements, and more importantly, has the potential to lift the burden
of manually fixing all implementation details from the data-flow designers (a key motivation for
automated optimization solutions [9]).
An important factor that is overlooked in the majority of such approaches is the lack of an
evaluation mechanism for the BP models to be redesigned. In the majority of existing redesign
approaches, there is no consideration of the model type, its complexity level, the overall redesign
feasibility, or, most importantly, the applicability of particular redesign heuristic(s). One of the
obstacles for evaluating BPs is their complexity [10], and new methodologies are needed to handle this
complexity, especially in terms of how to integrate process information into enterprise networks [11].
In this paper, the authors introduce an evaluation mechanism for BPMN models that is motivated by
this research gap and the adversities encountered in previous work [8]. This is achieved through a set
of criteria that emulates a decision support system and assesses essential model characteristics like
complexity, redesign capability and normalization, to render a model eligible for further transformation
and optimization. The proposed mechanism can also be potentially used for supporting the creation of
reusable component BP models. In [12], a set of activities, including the execution of a decomposition
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algorithm, creates a component model repository that facilitates process redesign and improvement.
The method uses complete BPMN diagrams as input, and the repository of reusable parts follows BP
modeling guidelines to avoid typical anomalies, which is a common objective with the assessment
mechanism put forward in this paper.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 puts forward the concept of eligibility assessment for
BPMN models by proposing a set of criteria, and showcases through a BPMN example how complexity
assessment, normalization and transformation steps are designed towards optimization. Section 3
reviews the eligibility of 20 BPMN input models extracted from the SOA-based business process
database and relevant literature. Section 4 discusses the paper findings and ideas for future work.
2. Eligibility Assessment of BPMN Models
The diversity of BPMN constructs and semantics can produce a range of models varying in
complexity and purpose that can be challenging to standardize for a formal optimization framework.
Motivated by the research issues mentioned in the previous section, this paper proposes a set of
eligibility criteria that formalize a BPMN model and facilitate the transformation and optimization
process by providing reliable and consistent input. The proposed assessment mechanism focuses on a
particular set of criteria:
•
•
•
•

the input model type;
the features of the model that allow optimization (i.e., resequencing capability);
the structuredness of the model;
the model complexity.

Based on the above criteria, the authors consider an eligible BPMN input model to be one that
models a structured, private, non-executable BP with a resequencing capability. The “Boarding
Procedure model” (Figure 1) from the SOA-based business process database [13] is selected as an
indicative example to illustrate the assessment mechanism in detail. The main phases of the eligibility
assessment (Figure 2) follow.
2.1. Model Type Check
BPMN is designed to cover many types of modeling and allows the creation of end-to-end BPs.
There are three model types within an end-to-end BPMN model, namely Processes (Orchestration),
Choreographies and Collaborations [14]. The three basic types of Processes (Orchestration) are:
(a) private non-executable (internal) BPs; (b) private executable (internal) BPs; and (c) public processes.
A public process represents the interactions between a private BP and another process or participant.
Only those activities that are used to communicate with other participant(s), plus the order of these
activities, are included in the public process. All other “internal” activities of the private BP are not
shown in the public process. Private BPs, also known as workflows or BPM processes, are internal to
a specific organization and are divided into executable and non-executable processes. At this step,
the input BPMN model is checked for whether it corresponds to a private non-executable BP. These
models document process behavior at a modeler-defined level of detail, hence, information needed
for execution, such as formal condition expressions, are typically not included. The example BPMN
model (Figure 1) is a private BP that illustrates a process internal to an airline company. Due to the
fact that information needed for execution are not available, such as formal condition expressions,
the BPMN model depicts a private non-executable BP. In future work, the authors intend to use private
executable BPs aiming for BP automation through automated performance optimization.
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complexity (CFC) metric [22] that calculates the complexity of XOR-split, OR-split, and AND-split
constructs, and is inspired by McCabe’s cyclomatic [23]. CFC analysis is useful in evaluating the
difficulty of producing a BPMN process design before implementation, and by incorporating it in the
process development cycle there is a considerable effect on the design phase, leading to increasingly
optimized processes [24].
It should be noted that according to Cardoso [25], the CFC metric should not be used in isolation
to effectively evaluate the overall complexity of a BP, because it only analyzes a process from the
control-flow point of view. Similarly, the NOA and NOAJS metrics are useful and straightforward
to calculate, but should accompany other complexity metrics (i.e., control flow in this paper). In the
remainder of this work, we will assume that the mechanism filters out all complex processes;
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more specifically, after the complexity assessment phase, it keeps models with NOA ≤ 20 and NOAJS
≤ 25 CFC ≤ 8, as it is at an early stage of development and experimentation. For establishing the
complexity metric thresholds, the authors took into consideration the thresholds introduced in [26]
for the evaluation of BP model modifiability. In this work, Yahya et al. define as moderate linguistic
interpretation the thresholds 12 < NOA ≤ 26, 17 < NOAJS ≤ 33 and 3 < CFC ≤ 9. As most of the BP
examples used in relevant literature fall within these boundaries, the authors selected a set of values
that allow for a balance between eligible/ineligible BP models. This set is customizable and is aimed
at progressively exposing the assessment mechanism of more complex BPMN models. Complexity
assessment is interrelated with normalization, as shown in Figure 2, because the complexity of the initial
model will most likely decrease after subjecting it to normalization. Yet, in many cases, and especially
for the NOAJS metric, this does not betide, due to the fact that increasing structuredness by adding
join constructs results in an increased value of NOAJS. The complexity metrics are calculated for the
BPMN example. The NOA metric measures the number of activities (in this case tasks) and NOAJS
the number of all activities, joins and splits of the process—in this case NOA (P) = 22 and NOAJS
(P) = 24. The CFC metric evaluates the complexity of the XOR-split, OR-split, and AND-split constructs.
The event-based gateways of the BPMN model are considered XOR gateways for measuring their
complexity. The CFCXOR−split , CFCOR−split , and CFCAND− split functions are calculated as follows:
CFCXOR−split (1) = fan-out => CFCXOR−split (1) = 2 (event-based gateway for tracking changes)
CFCXOR−split (2) = fan-out => CFCXOR−split (2) = 2 (event-based gateway for weight limit)
CFCOR−split = 0
CFCAND−split = 0
The absolute control-flow complexity of the boarding procedure model is:
CFCabs (P)



P
= 
 i∈(XOR−splits o f

P
+

 

 

P


CFCXOR−split i + 
CFCOR−split j
P)
j∈(OR−splits o f P)


CFCAND−split k => CFCabs (P) = (2 + 2) + 0 + 0

k∈(AND−splits o f P)

=> CFCabs (P)= 4
The boarding procedure initially had a complexity metric that exceeded the threshold set
(NOA = 22). After normalization, the model is harmonized with the complexity requirements and is
eligible for the next steps (transformation and optimization).
2.4. Normalization
Despite the fact that there are approaches that either provide guidelines on how to use the
notation [26–28] or the background to analyze the modeling process itself [29,30], the majority
of BPMN models do not adhere to these principles. The same semantics can be represented
using various but behaviorally equivalent BPMN model structures. According to Yahya et al. [26],
model quality improvement can be achieved through modeling guidelines, refactoring techniques,
and transformation rules. To provide more-structured BP models, the authors considered established
modeling recommendations [27,28], and employed the repository of equivalence patterns in BPMN
models [31]. The modeling guidelines that the authors combined for the normalization step are listed
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

use as few elements in the model as possible;
minimize the routing paths per element;
use one start and one end event;
retain the model as structured as possible;
avoid OR routing elements;
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use verb–object activity labels;
decompose a model with more than 50 elements;
avoid implicit splits and joins;
provide tool support for proper model decomposition;
omit the throwing message event;
establish a centrally maintained glossary;
provide tool support for linguistic checks during the modeling process.

Since the ultimate aim of the proposed approach is automated BP optimization, the authors intend
to normalize BPMN models through a tool. Previous research on structuring and/or improving process
models has been consolidated in tools like BPStruct [32], AProMoRe [33] and BP-Quality [26]. BPStruct
seeks to structure a model to the maximum possible extent, and the resulting model is then said to be
maximally structured. In future work, the authors intend to automate this step using BPStruct.
The aim is to improve the structure of BPMN models, reduce their complexity and facilitate
the transformation phase. After the normalization step, the model complexity is re-evaluated based
on NOA, NOAJS and CFC metrics to establish whether the input model complexity is within the
desired thresholds. The eligibility assessment is complete and the input BPMN model is either deemed
ineligible, or it meets all the eligibility criteria and advances to the following steps with the ultimate
goal of optimization. For the particular example, the authors followed guidelines such as “model
as structured as possible”, “avoid implicit splits and joins”, and “use as few elements in the model
as possible”, resulting in a more structured model (Figure 3). The guideline “avoid OR routing
elements” could not be followed, as replacing the OR gateway with the behaviorally equivalent model
structures (combining AND–XOR gateways) would result in a considerable increase of the CFC metric.
Each complexity metric column features two values, one calculated prior and one after normalization
(in the case it occurred). The updated values of the selected complexity metrics are:
NOA (PN) = 19, NOAJS (PN) = 25
CFCXOR−split (1) = fan-out => CFCXOR−split (1) = 2 (XOR gateway for tracking changes)
CFCXOR−split (2) = fan-out => CFCXOR−split (2) = 2 (XOR gateway for weight limit)
CFCOR−split = 23−1 => CFCOR−split = 4 (OR gateway for specifying changes)
CFCAND−split = 0

 


 

P
P
CFCXOR−split i + 
CFCOR−split j
CFCabs (PN ) = 
j∈(OR−splits o f P)
 i∈(XOR−splits o f P)



P
+
CFCAND−split k => CFCabs (PN ) = (2 + 2) + 23−1 + 0
k∈(AND−splits o f P)

=> CFCabs (PN ) = 8
It is important to mention the increase of the NOAJS metric after the normalization step, due to the
insertion of join constructs for improving the degree of structuredness. According to Dumas et al. [32],
a well-known property of process models is that of block-structuredness, meaning that for every node
with multiple outgoing arcs (a split) there is a corresponding node with multiple incoming arcs (a
join) such that the subgraph between the split and the join forms a single-entry/single-exit (SESE)
region. Inversely, by decreasing the NOAJS metric of a model, it is not necessarily converted to a more
comprehensible and modifiable model if this is achieved by eliminating join constructs. The increase
of the CFC metric is attributed to an implicit gateway in the initial model that was converted to an
OR gateway.
The following steps 5, 6, and 7 are out of the scope of this paper; the authors chose to include
them here to better demonstrate the end-to-end approach that is under development.
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2.7. Optimization
The last step takes the initial DAG and the set of statistical and dependency metadata and produces
an optimal execution plan. The explicit optimization metric used is the sum of the average execution
times of each task that correspond to the product of the task cost and selectivity values of the preceding
tasks. In an aggregate manner, this sum defines the average running (cycle) time of the process.
3. Examples of Assessing BPMN Input Models
The eligibility mechanism is further evaluated for cases extracted from the SOA-based business
process database [13].
The SOA-based business process database contains BPs of organizations operating in different
sectors modeled using BPMN. The aim is to showcase the eligibility criteria that an input model must
satisfy and also demonstrate the range of ineligible cases that can occur. The evaluation intends to
manifest the positive effects of normalization through the selected complexity metrics. The authors
selected 10 indicative process models that cover a wide range of scenarios and evaluated them with the
proposed mechanism, as shown in Table 1. Each line denotes the selected business process example,
while columns present the necessary information for their designation and eligibility assessment.
For each example, the authors recorded the descriptive label of the process, model type, resequencing
capability and calculated complexity metrics. These result in the overall model eligibility column
(eligible/ineligible) and a column for tracking the unmet criteria for the ineligible cases. The complexity
metrics are calculated once in structured models and twice in unstructured ones (two entries separated
by virgule), to better demonstrate the effects of normalization. Due to the fact that there is no additional
information or specification beyond the models’ depictions and the resequencing capability is not
explicitly mentioned, the latter is manually derived.
Table 1. BPMN examples from the SOA-based business process database [13].
No.

Business Process

Model Type

Resequencing

NOA

NOAJS

CFC

Eligibility

Criteria That Are Not Satisfied

1

Online Purchase
(No. 139)

Public
Process

Not Explicit

9/-

12/-

8/-

Ineligible

2

VIP Customer
Problem (No. 62)

Public
Process

Not Explicit

12/-

17/-

8/-

Ineligible

3

Product
Marketing Plan
(No. 135)

Private
Process

Not Explicit

37/-

47/-

7/-

Ineligible

4

Employee
Recruitment
(No. 197)

Private
Process

Not Explicit

25/-

37/-

15/-

Ineligible

5

IT Help Desk
(No. 195)

Private
Process

Not Explicit

17/-

22/-

9/-

Ineligible

6

Hardware Retail
(No. 17)

Private
Process

Not Explicit

8/-

14/-

5/-

Eligible

-

7

Charity (No. 53)

Private
Process

Not Explicit

6/-

9/-

4/-

Eligible

-

8

Account Opening
(No. 122)

Private
Process

Not Explicit

9/-

13/-

4/-

Eligible

-

9

Customized PC
Purchase (No. 196)

Private
Process

Not Explicit

10/-

11/-

2/-

Eligible

-

10

Boarding
Procedure
(No. 198)

Private
Process

Not Explicit

22/19

24/25

4/8

Eligible

-

•
•

Incorrect model type
Complexity above
set thresholds

•
•

Incorrect model type
Complexity above
set thresholds

•

Complexity above
set thresholds

•

Complexity above
set thresholds

•

Complexity above
set thresholds
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The first two examples depict two public processes that, according to the first criterion, are not
of a compatible model type. The next three BPMN models are of compatible model types (private
non-executable process) but exceed the complexity metric thresholds. In particular, the “Product
Marketing Plan” model consists of an increasing number of activities, joins and splits (NOA = 37,
NOAJS = 47) with acceptable control-flow complexity (CFC = 7). The “Employee Recruitment” model
depicts a model with high values of all measured complexity metrics (i.e., NOA = 25, NOAJS = 37,
CFC = 15). The “IT Help Desk” model is also rejected, due to a control-flow metric (CFC = 9) higher than
the set threshold. The remaining five examples are private processes with complexity metrics within
the acceptable limits, and are characterized as eligible. The “Hardware Retail”, “Charity”, “Account
Opening”, “Customized PC Purchase”, and “Boarding Procedure” models have low complexity values,
which demonstrates their relatively simple structures and limited sizes. Four out of five eligible models
(except for “Boarding Procedure”) do not need normalization, as they adhere to the modeling guidelines
of the normalization step and also feature the block-structuredness property (i.e., every subgraph
between the split and the join forms a single-entry/single-exit (SESE) region [32]).
The eligibility mechanism is also evaluated using BPMN models located in relevant research
papers, as shown in Table 2. A major difference with the SOA repository is that the resequencing
criterion is explicitly stated in the selected models based on their attributes. In cases where the capability
is not explicitly stated in the corresponding paper, the authors assume that there is no flexibility in task
ordering and the model is considered ineligible. The first model depicts a “Healthcare Scenario” [34]
public process that it is not the desired input model type. The following two examples (“Loan
Application” [35] and “Maintenance” [36]) do not mention resequencing as an explicit capability, a fact
that classifies them as ineligible despite their complexity metrics being within limits. The “Evaluate
Quote Process” [37] and “Medical Assessment/Treatment” [38] models are rejected due to a control-flow
complexity (CFC = 9) higher than the set threshold.
Table 2. BPMN examples in relevant research papers.
No.

Business Process

Model Type

Resequencing

NOA

NOAJS

CFC

Eligibility

Criteria That Are Not Satisfied

1

Healthcare
Scenario [34]

Public
Process

No/not explicit

14/-

20/-

6/-

Ineligible

•
•

Incorrect model type
Not explicit resequencing

2

Loan
Application [35]

Private
Process

No/not explicit

5/-

7/-

4/-

Ineligible

•

Not explicit resequencing

3

Maintenance [36]

Private
Process

No/not explicit

12/-

16/-

5/-

Ineligible

•

Not explicit resequencing

Evaluate Quote
Process [37]

Private
Process

•

4

Yes

7/-

13/-

9/-

Ineligible

Complexity above
set thresholds

Medical
Assessment/
Treatment [38]

Private
Process

•

5

Yes

11/-

18/-

9/-

Ineligible

Complexity above
set thresholds

6

Car-Rental [39]

Private
Process

Yes

10/-

13/-

3/-

Eligible

-

7

Property
Valuation [40]

Private
Process

Yes

16/-

20/-

5/-

Eligible

-

8

Admission
Process [41]

Private
Process

Yes

16/-

19/-

6/-

Eligible

-

9

Emergency Ward
of a Hospital [42]

Private
Process

Yes

10 /10

19/19

9/7

Eligible

-

10

Client Complaint
for Product
Defect [26]

Private
Process

Yes

15 /14

28/18

20/8

Eligible

-

The next three models (“Car-Rental” [39], “Property Valuation” [40] and “Admission Process” [41])
feature eligible models as they are private non-executable processes with explicit resequencing
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capabilities and metric values within the desired thresholds. The next model, “Emergency Ward of a
Hospital” [42], has an unacceptable CFC metric (CFC = 9). Following the normalization guidelines
in [31], the authors replaced a loop modeled using control flow with an equivalent loop activity
that preserved semantic correctness and simultaneously reduced the CFC metric to an acceptable
value (CFC = 7). The last model (“Client Complaint for Product Defect” [26]) depicts a process with
resequencing capability and increased initial complexity metrics (NOA = 15, NOAJS = 28, CFC = 20).
In [26], a guiding framework (BP-Quality) that supports designers in improving the quality of BP
models was used in the model. This resulted in noticeably decreased complexity metrics (NOA = 14,
NOAJS = 18, CFC = 8) below the set threshold, thus the model is eligible. Similarly, to the eligible
models of the first set (Table 1), three out of five eligible models do not need normalization, as they
adhere to the modeling guidelines of the normalization step and also feature the block-structuredness
property. The remaining two were normalized and the complexity metrics decreased.
4. Directions and Future Work
This paper introduced a comprehensive assessment mechanism that measures the eligibility of a
BPMN model (i.e., its capability to be used as input in a redesign initiative), in our case performance
optimization using data-centric workflow optimization algorithms. In terms of comprehensibility,
this work provides a better understanding of the BPMN model through evaluation of the BP based
on its structural complexity and normalization, aiming for more structured diagrams with decreased
semantic complexity.
As illustrated in Figure 2 and currently under investigation by the authors, an eligible model
is fit for further processing that involves: (a) layer disjunction to generate the BP control flow, (b)
transformation to a DAG, and (c) optimization to produce an optimal execution plan. One of the main
contributions of this work is that the eligibility mechanism is not restricted to this redesign initiative,
as it can plug in different disciplines depending on the particular perspective (decoded to redesign
heuristics). It is necessary to denote that a BP model should incorporate such features to be amenable to
cost-based optimization solutions, and their assessment signifies the redesign capability—an essential
criterion for the overall eligibility of the BP model. The proposed mechanism was evaluated on two sets
of BP models extracted from the SOA-based BPD repository and relevant research papers. The selection
of the BPMN models as potential inputs showcased the range of possible outcomes regarding their
eligibility and complexity assessment. On this basis, three models that featured an unacceptable
model type (public processes) and two that did not have an explicit resequencing capability have been
deemed ineligible for optimization. For the remaining 15 BPMN models, the complexity metrics were
calculated, and five had values above the desired thresholds. The 10 BPMN models that met the criteria
are eligible models for transformation and optimization. The next step involved the assessment of their
structuredness, in which seven of them were substantially structured and three required normalization.
A motivating example was selected and the practice of passing every step of the eligibility mechanism
was demonstrated. The structured and semantically equivalent model was transformed to a DAG to
showcase the aspiration and applicability of the mechanism towards transformation.
The main open research issues of the proposed assessment mechanism are: (a) the lack of a concise
analysis of potential redesign heuristics and their implementation, (b) the derivation of a suitable
combinatorial complexity metric with clearly defined thresholds, and (c) the mapping of optimized
execution plans back to BPMN models after the optimization step. Future work will be motivated
by the absence of adequate quantitative support for many redesign heuristics and methodological
approaches for “measuring” the capability of a BP model to optimally change. There is a research
gap in the literature regarding the identification, documentation, and ultimately a suggestion of BPR
practices prior to their application. The authors are currently working on establishing quantitative
measures regarding the assessment of redesign features in a BPMN model required for the application
of BPR practices.
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The authors are also working on a comprehensive complexity metric that combines a number
of established initiatives reflecting the number and size of control constructs and process intricacy.
The selection of metrics is based on literature findings and particular criteria related to transformation
and redesign applicability. Through extensive testing of the multi-facet metric using BP repositories,
the definition of practical thresholds will assist users in selecting suitable BPs for optimization. The next
research steps involve the introduction and validation of a systematic set of rules in the form of
a BPMN-to-DAG transformation process, through the testing of various eligible BPMN models.
The extracted DAG models will be experimented using data-centric workflow optimization techniques.
Due to the need for end-to-end solutions, the authors are also working on mapping the optimized
execution plan back to a BPMN model. This would ideally be exposed as a software plugin to existing
platforms and encompass all the mapping and optimization procedures. An extension of this work is
the examination of dependency-aware optimization algorithms that consider parallelism constraints,
capability information and blocking versus pipelining information, in an effort to provide a solid and
comprehensive optimization perspective.
Author Contributions: Conceptualization, G.T., K.V. and A.G.; Data curation, G.K.; Investigation, K.V.;
Methodology, G.T. and A.G.; Resources, G.K.; Supervision, K.V. and A.G.; Validation, G.K.; Writing—original
draft, G.T.; Writing—review & editing, K.V. and A.G.
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